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Solvency II review: changing insurance regulations to work better for the UK
On 8 July, Sam Woods talked about the potential reforms
to the regulation of insurance providers to make the
insurance sector work better for the UK economy and
to safeguard policyholders. This built on key messages
given in Charlotte Gerken’s speech (see below) on the
goals of competitiveness and productive investment,
and the impact these are having on the Solvency II
Review.
Sam Woods provided his thoughts on the “Matching
Adjustment” (MA), the third element of the reform
package. The PRA is concerned that credit risks retained
by insurers are not appropriately reflected with assessed
liability values not providing adequate protection for
policyholders. The MA is primarily of relevance to annuity

Solvency II: striking
the balance −
speech by
Sam Woods

Charlotte Gerken’s earlier
speech at the end of June
set out her belief that
the reform package will
achieve the Government’s
objectives of a competitive
insurance sector and
investment in long-term
productive assets alongside
policyholder protection and
firms’ safety.
The Executive Director
responsible for Insurance
Supervision spoke of
“removing disincentives
that the existing regime
unnecessarily places in
the way of investment in
productive assets that are
suitable to back annuity
liabilities.” Speaking on the
critical interaction between
the MA and the risk
margin, she summarised
the concerns about the
fundamental spread
used in the former. She
noted the need for firms
to consider counterparty
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providers and further work is required to address the
problems the PRA have identified.
The other 2 elements are less controversial and are
expected to result in cuts to the risk margin and various
measures to reduce reporting and administrative
burdens. It is hoped that these proposals will increase
the scope for investment in a wider range of assets
which support growth, infrastructure and the transition
to net-zero.
The PRA published a statement and Discussion
Paper (DP) 2/22 ‘Potential Reforms to Risk Margin and
Matching Adjustment within Solvency II’ in April 2022
and the consultation closes on 21 July.
risk when re-insuring on a
large scale (particularly in
relation to longevity risk for
annuity providers).
The speech usefully
contained a definition of
productive investments “investment(s)… that have
the potential to expand
the productive capacity
of the economy, while
also generating marginal
returns to society that
exceed the marginal cost of
that investment to society.”
She remarked that the
reforms to investment
flexibility, reporting
and approval processes
are contingent on the
quality of firms’ own risk
management which “will
remain at the core of firmto-supervisor dialogue and
engagement”.
In line with the July
2021 consultation paper
(CP11/21), she mentioned

the further consultation
on additional reductions
and improvements to the
reporting requirements will
follow later this year.
More information:
https://www.bankofengland.
co.uk/speech/2022/june/
charlotte-gerken-keynotespeaker-at-the-jp-morganeuropean-insuranceconference

The Chancellor of the
Exchequer and Economic
Secretary met with
executives from the
insurance industry on 27
June. HMT reported that
the “Chancellor valued the
perspective of industry,
and their input will inform
the government’s final
package of reform” and
“the aim is to deliver these
ambitious reforms at pace”.
The latter appeared to be
given more prominence in
the financial press.

REGULATORY UPDATE
Policy Statement: critical third parties to the finance sector
parties provide to firms of particular relevance to the
regulators’ objectives. The regulators refer to these as
“material services”.
There are no explicit timescales. The PRA and FCA jointly
published DP 3/22 ‘Operational resilience: Critical third
parties to the UK financial sector’ on 21 July. More detail
will follow in our next update.

On 8 June, HM Treasury, working with the financial
regulators, published a proposed approach to mitigating
the risks posed by “critical” third parties to the UK
finance sector. This proposal is in response to the
Financial Policy Committee’s concerns, published in July
2021, on the increasing reliance on a small number of
cloud service providers and other critical third parties.
Under this proposal, HM Treasury will designate (after
consultation) certain third parties providing services to
firms as critical. The financial regulators will then be able
to make rules, gather information, and take enforcement
action in respect of certain services that critical third

Referencing SS2/21, published on 29 March 2021, the
paper re-states the current position - “Firms are required
to ensure their contractual arrangements with third
parties allow them to comply with this operational
resilience framework, which includes requirements on
areas such as data security, business continuity and exit
planning.” The latest proposal seeks to address systemic
risk where one party, of a small number of operators,
provides services to many firms.
We would anticipate that further investigations will focus
on large insurance undertakings with high categories of
potential impact and third parties commonly engaged.
More information:

Critical third parties to the finance sector

Climate change and sustainability: news round up
The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) is proposing
to introduce a new requirement to ensure actuarial
practitioners have regard to all material risk, including
the consideration of Climate Change and ESG related
risks, which they might reasonably be expected to
know about at the time of carrying out their work.
The Joint Forum on Actuarial Regulation (JFAR)
published “The Science of Climate Change.” Although
designed for actuaries, this deep dive will likely find
broad interest among professionals wanting to
increase their basic knowledge of climate change. This
is an evolving area of expertise.

David Gray, Consultant Actuary at OAC, comments
“This is a very useful resource for all (regardless of
actuarial persuasion!) bringing together various
publications from regulators and the profession.”
Having completed the IFoA’s Climate Risk and
Sustainability course, David has joined the IFoA’s
working party looking at the impacts of climate
change on mortality and morbidity.
enquiries@oacplc.com

The FCA have expressed their support for General
Requirements and the Climate-related Requirements
published by the International Sustainability Standards
Board (ISSB) in March 2022. The drafts are deemed
consistent with the FCA’s strategic objective to make
markets function well and the goals of their ESG
strategy. The UK Government plans to consult later in
the year on the UK adoption of the ISSB’s standards.
The regulator has committed to consulting on
adapting rules to reference the final ISSB’s standards,
as adopted in the UK.
The FRC “strongly supports the development of highquality global standards for sustainability reporting”
and has provided comments on the ISSB’s first
Exposure Drafts. They have various concerns including
proportionality and scalability and potential creating
additional reporting burdens.
The FCA published DP21/4 in November 2021, seeking
initial views on Sustainability Disclosure Requirements
(SDR) for asset managers and FCA-regulated asset
owners, as well as a new classification and labelling
system for sustainable investment products. SDR
builds on the UK’s TCFD implementation and will cover
three types of disclosure – corporate, asset manager
and asset owner and investment product. The FCA’s
website has been updated to advise that they are now
planning on consulting later, in the autumn of 2022.

REGULATORY UPDATE
FCA: ensuring the fair treatment of customers in vulnerable circumstances
In 2021, the FCA issued “FG21/1 Guidance for firms on
the fair treatment of vulnerable customers”. The key
message in this guidance was that firms need to ensure
outcomes for vulnerable customers are as good as for
other customers by:
- understanding the needs of their target market/		
customer base  
- making sure staff have the right skills and 			
capability to recognise and respond to the needs of 		
customers in vulnerable circumstances  

Areas of focus for improvement include:
Monitoring and evaluation
Firms should produce and review Management
Information (MI) on outcomes for vulnerable customers,
which should feed into the governance process and be
shared with executive committees and boards. MI should
be of the same high quality from all business areas,
should capture data on customer needs and should not
be over-reliant on complaints data.

- responding to customer needs throughout product
design, flexible customer service provision and 		
communications  
- monitoring and assessing whether they are
meeting and responding to the needs of customers
with characteristics of vulnerability and making
improvements where this is not happening
In their recently published article, the FCA reviews
how firms have responded over the first year. They
highlight the progress made and give examples of good
practice, but also note areas where they expect to see
improvement from firms. They have issued a reminder
that they will take further action where firms fail to meet
their obligations to treat customers fairly.

Product and service design
Firms need to systematically consider the needs of
vulnerable customers across the entire customer journey
including changing existing products and developing
new ones, using feedback loops and MI to provide insight.
Senior leaders creating the right culture
Senior leaders need to be involved, accountable and
invested in ensuring the fair treatment of customers
in vulnerable circumstances. The FCA has observed a
positive correlation between firms with well-developed
vulnerability strategies and the engagement of senior
leaders creating the right culture.
The rising cost of living
The findings are particularly relevant for firms
supporting their customers affected by the current
cost of living. More customers are expected to display
characteristics of vulnerability as pressure on household
finances mounts, and firms should take particular care
that vulnerable customers are treated fairly and in a way
that meets their individual needs.
Focussing on these areas for improvement will help
firms prepare for the Consumer Duty, where a key
requirement is for firms to:
•
•
•

put good consumer outcomes at the centre of
their businesses
be able to demonstrate those outcomes are
being met
focus on the diverse needs of their customers at
every stage of the customer journey

More information:

Treating vulnerable customers fairly | FCA
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The Co-operatives, Mutuals and Friendly
Societies Bill

This new Bill is being sponsored through Parliament
by Sir Mark Hendrick MP, with the support of the
Association of Financial Mutuals and Cooperatives UK.
The Bill proposes legislative changes that will give
mutuals, friendly societies and coops the ability
to compete on equal terms with their proprietary
competitors. The Bill also proposes amendments that
will remove some of the incentives that, in the past,
have encouraged demutualisation.
Its aims are to:
•

Address problems relating to the tax treatment
of mutuals and friendly societies wanting to
issue Mutual Deferred Shares.

•

Allow the capital surplus of mutuals, friendly
societies and coops to be non-distributable.

•

Update the Friendly Societies Act 1992.

In part these changes are driven by the failed
demutualisation vote of LV=. Allowing capital surpluses
to be non-distributable will remove the risk of
the inherited estate being distributed as part of a
demutualisation.
The First Reading of the Bill took place on 15 June 2022
with the Second Reading due on 28 October 2022.
More information:

Co-operatives, Mutuals and Friendly Societies Bill Parliamentary Bills - UK Parliament

New regulation for funeral plans comes into force
From 29 July 2022, pre-paid funeral plans will be regulated
by the FCA and providers will be required to submit annual
actuarial solvency reports to the regulator, and their customers
will be afforded added consumer protections. The FCA intends
to authorise 27 funeral plans covering 87% of customers.
Uniquely, trust-backed plan providers are required to publish
their Solvency Assessment Report on their website by 29 July
2022, and some have already done so. For our clients, we have
been mindful of the actuarial standards for communicating
clearly and in a way that is appropriate to the intended
audience.
More information:

Regulating the funeral plans sector | FCA
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Also in the news
FCA Consumer Duty - on Tuesday 26 July the FCA are holding an “on the record” briefing for journalists confirming
the policy on the new Consumer Duty. Everything discussed at the press briefing will be under embargo until
Wednesday 27 July when Sheldon Mills will present the new Consumer Duty policy, which will be followed by a
Q&A session.

The PRA has deemed the recent movements in risk free rates (strongly upwards) to meet the threshold for a
material change in risk profile and have invited insurance firms to recalculate the Transitional Measure on Technical
Provisions (TMTP).
The use of the transitional measure is subject to supervisory approval and applies only to contracts concluded
before the start of Solvency II. The TMTP gradually reduces to zero over a period of 16 years after the start of
Solvency II. Under the measure (relevant to some of OAC’s clients), undertakings apply a transitional deduction to
technical provisions.

In her speech of 30 June 2022, titled “Finding opportunity in a world of uncertainty”, the FCA’s Sarah Pritchard spoke
on a wide range of subjects. This included flagging future work on cryptocurrencies, recommendations regarding
ESG ratings and data products and a consultation on diversity and inclusion rules. The Executive Director appeared
supportive of the proposed secondary objective of competitiveness for the FCA.
The FCA has updated the product sales data for 2021. The data shows 197,000 sales of income protection policies in
2021. This marks a return to pre-pandemic levels and is 16,000 higher than 2021 where sales dipped to 181,000.
https://www.fca.org.uk/data/product-sales-data

The FRC has updated their guidance on the strategic report to incorporate:
•

climate-related financial risks and opportunities, in line with the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations;

•

the need for traded limited liability partnerships (LLPs) and banking LLPs to publish a strategic report;

•

clarifying the scope and definitions of the requirements with regard to public interest entities (PIEs); and

•

the government’s Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting (SECR) requirements.

https://www.frc.org.uk/getattachment/343656e8-d9f5-4dc3-aa8e-97507bb4f2ee/Strategic-Report-Guidance_2022.pdf
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Also in the news
On 24 June, the Treasury Sub-Committee on Financial Services Regulations called for views on the PRA’s ‘Strong and
Simple Framework’ proposals. The draft proposals aim to simplify the prudential framework for smaller (or ‘non-systemic’)
banks and building societies, while maintaining their resilience. After the completion of the government’s current review
of Solvency II, the PRA will also consider the case for a simpler regime for smaller insurers and friendly societies.

The House of Commons Treasury Committee published their First Report of Session 2022–23 on the future of
financial services regulation. The report made a number of recommendations to government including:
•

there should be a secondary objective for both the FCA and the PRA to promote long-term economic growth,
serving the ‘real economy’, without weakening the UK’s strong regulatory standards and HMT should calls for
this to become a primary objective

•

require the FCA to have regard for financial inclusion in its rule-making

•

HMT should respect the principle of regulatory independence

•

PRA should consider where there is more that can be done to reduce the advantages from which large banks
and insurers benefit through modelling their own capital requirements, citing barriers and whether risks are
properly reflected

The Government has two months to respond.
Background information: under the new Future Regulatory Framework, the Government is proposing new
secondary competitiveness objectives for the FCA and PRA.
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5803/cmselect/cmtreasy/141/summary.html

The TSC published a second report announcing the launch of a new Sub-Committee to lead on scrutiny of financial
regulatory proposals. A new Financial Services Scrutiny Unit will offer advice to the Sub-Committee. The SubCommittee will normally intervene at the consultation paper stage.
https://committees.parliament.uk/publications/22745/documents/167188/default/
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Monthly statistical update
Symmetric adjustment
The symmetric adjustment has markedly reduced
over June, from 0.71% at the end of May, reflecting
recent market volatility.
This results in a 23% reduction in capital
requirements in respect of type 1 equity holdings
compared with 31 December 2021, all else being
equal.

Implied inflation
Cost of living increases continue to be a prominent
news topic and the short-term picture is uncertain.
The rates of future (retail price) inflation implied by
government bonds continue to show a steep fall
from the current high levels to just over 3% in 2 years’
time. This fall is less pronounced when compared
to last month, with the immediate market implied
inflation rate falling from 8.3% last month, to 5.4%.
Over the medium term, rates increase slightly, and
then in the longer term fall gradually to around 2.5%.
The Bank of England targets a 2% inflation rate,
measured using the consumer price index (CPI).
Over the past 20 years, RPI has typically exceeded
CPI by 0.8%.

Note that this is just one way to consider future inflation.
This measure is based only on a relatively small pool of
assets so may not be the best predictor. However it does
give an indication of possible future trends in inflation.

Yield curve
UK spot rates are used to discount GBP cashflows
and have increased since last month at all durations.
They are more than 1% p.a. higher at all terms since
31 December 2021.
Higher discount rates place a lower present value
on cashflows both in and out. Where there is an
overall net inflow to the firm, the present value of
these future profits will be lower.
Rates used to discount Euro denominated
cashflows have also increased since last month but
remain noticeably different to the UK rates in shape
over the longer term, generally increasing rather
than falling over time.
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We’ve been delivering independent expert advice and
practical solutions to the financial services industry for
over 20 years. Our clients represent the full range of
financial organisations within the UK, as well as many
within other countries around the world. We are proud
to have been recognised along the way by winning
numerous industry awards and accolades.

We believe our success is about so much more than
simply helping organisations overcome issues or
challenges. It’s about building genuine relationships,
based on trust and personal, bespoke support. After all,
in the complex world of financial services, a little
reassurance goes a long way.

OAC PLC, 141-142 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 6BL, United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)20 7278 9500 | E: enquiries@oacplc.com | W: www.oacplc.com
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